The principle of montage was a discovery of the avant-garde that is still widely used in modern culture. The article discusses how montage from a technique applied in early cinematography came to play a crucial role in organization of various texts produced by different arts, in particular, theatre. The avant-garde art strove to transform daily life and the montage principle was inextricably linked to these value orientations.
to that of a scientist rather than that of an inventor. What he valued most in the cinematography was the photographic recording of movement while the result -synthesis of movement on the screen -considered to be no more than an insignificant trick, a tribute to commercial sensation. The Lumiere Brothers believed that this sensation would be short-lived' ( [17] , 44). It did not take long before cinema turned into a means of creating new reality, which did not only reflect real life but also created images of its own. Georges Méliès, who created the first science fiction film, discovered yet another possibility by combining the advances in film technology with theatrical arts and the art of optical illusion. In the case of Méliès, however, the director did not reject the theatrical conventions and hardly ever resorted to location shooting but instead used a change of perspective. Although Méliès used the stop-motion effect in his films, they
give an impression of being theatrically staged.
Olga Burenina-Petrova believes that 'Méliès was the first in the history of art to combine the theatre or circus stage with the screen, thus highlighting the fundamental similarity in the nature of circus and cinema' [4] .
Early films were orientated towards movement-based arts due to cinema's ability to capture motion and, therefore, time (for example, a dance or a circus trick or even a literary plot). In this respect, the early stage of cinema development (1900s and 1910s) corresponded to figurative, mimetic art, which used linear time and static space (like in the actor-manager's theatre). Together with the pellucid plot, these were sufficient to construct artistic reality. For instance, Evgeny Bauer's melodramas, which were popular in the early twentieth century, reflected the Art Nouveau style with its contemplative beauty, exquisite ornamentation, and stylized forms.
The fact that cinema emerged so late in the system of artistic culture made it more susceptible to the spirit of the avant-garde and its principles. It was easy for cinematography to follow the avant-garde's desire to break away from the past since for the cinema there was virtually no past. In cinematography, the past was understood as, first, the emerging tradition of consecutive, linear narrative and, second, reliance on artistic and performance traditions of other arts such as theatre, literature, visual arts, and so on.
One of the fathers of the French avant-garde cinema Marcel L'Herbier described the prospects of cinema development the following way: 'Up until today, a toy, but tomorrow, an excellent instrument in the hands of future democrats, cinematography must cognize itself and purge itself from the past for the sake of the future' ( [25] , 38). D.W.Griffith is known to be the first film director to create his own language while remaining within the boundaries of narrative genre cinematography. Griffith was DOI ). These obstacles prevent the viewer from perceiving the whole image, that is, they make him think in contrasts or paradoxes. The second part is devoted to the topic that is seemingly unrelated to the first -to
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Shostakovich, who appears as a boy attached to the leg of a huge four-meter doll. 
Conclusion
In the course of its development, montage was transformed from a technical term or technique into a fundamental concept and a method of artistic culture. When an artist faces discreteness or clear distinctiveness of elements or intentionally creates this discreteness of constituent elements, he has to select and re-assemble these elements, establishing the principles of their combination. Thus, montage is a characteristic of artistic vision, corresponding to the process of constructing a sequence of events, assemblage of objects and actions on the basis of their similarities and differences, expected or spontaneous reactions. Montage as a meaning-generating structure was created by the avant-garde, which was orientated towards the pragmatics of the text. Avant-gardist art required both the artist and the recipient to be active.
Eisenstein's theory of montage was determined by these new goals of art to exercise direct emotional influence over the audience. The montage principle discovered by the avant-garde in the early twentieth century continues to be applied in modern artistic practices.
